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Ionic adsorption and equilibrium distribution of charges in a nematic cell
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We consider the steady-state distribution of ionic charges in a nematic sample of slab shape, whose limiting
surfaces are supposed to adsorb positive ions. Our analysis allows the calculation of the electrical potential at
the surfaces and in the bulk, and of the chemical potential versus the thickness of the sampled. The surface
density of ions and the intensity of the electric field in the double layer are evaluated in terms ofd. In the limit
of small d we show that the surface density of adsorbed ions is proportional to the thickness, whereas in the
opposite limit of larged it is nearly independent of it. We analyze also the influence of the surface charges on
the effective anchoring energy of nematic liquid crystals, as well as the thickness dependence of this parameter.
Our analysis generalizes similar calculations previously published.@S1063-651X~99!08902-3#

PACS number~s!: 61.30.Gd, 61.30.Cz
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The influence of adsorbed ions and the resulting surf
electric field on the anchoring properties of nematic liqu
crystals~NLC! with ionic conductivity has been analyzed b
different groups@1–6#. Recently the ionic adsorption ha
been invoked to explain the thickness dependence@7# of the
anisotropic part of the anchoring energy characterizing
NLC-substrate interface@8–10#. To obtain the thickness de
pendence of the anchoring energy it is necessary~1! to as-
sume a selective ionic adsorption from the surfaces, du
some electrochemical forces at the walls;~2! to evaluate the
surface density of the adsorbed charges versus the thick
of the sample;~3! to analyze the effect of the resulting ele
tric field in the surface double layer on the NLC. In Ref.@8#
a simple model was proposed to evaluate the surface de
of adsorbed charges, by extending the classical Langm
problem of adsorption@11#.

The aim of this paper is to present a general theory for
adsorption phenomenon in liquids, removing all the simp
fying hypotheses used in Ref.@8#. We deduce, in addition to
the surface density of adsorbed charges, the chemical po
tial and the electrical potential at the surface and in
middle of the sample. The limiting cases of small and la
thickness are considered separately. Our results show th
the limit of small thickness, the surface charge density
nearly proportional to the thickness. On the contrary, in
limit of large thickness, the surface charge density satur
to a value independent of the thickness. These results
firm the result obtained in the framework of the simp
model presented in Ref.@8# in these two limiting cases. Th
possible applications of our study to the surface propertie
the NLC are also discussed.

Let us consider a sample of slab shape of a liquid. Led
be the thickness of the slab ande the dielectric constant o
the liquid. The liquid is globally neutral. The chemical rea
tion X→B11C2, whereX is a molecule of the liquid and
B1 and C2 the ions resulting from its dissociation, has
activation energyEactivation. We assume that the limiting sur
faces are identical and adsorb selectively positive ions@12#.
The surface adsorbed charges and the diffuse layer of o
sitely charged mobile ions that they attract constitute
PRE 591063-651X/99/59~2!/1846~4!/$15.00
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Debye double layer@13#. Since we do not consider extern
electric field, there is a similar double layer at each wall. W
use a Cartesian reference frame having thez axis normal to
the bounding walls, located atz56d/2. All physical quan-
tities are assumed to be onlyz dependent, which is consisten
with the slab shape of the sample under consideration. Le
adopt the following notation for the relevant quantities ent
ing in the model:~i! n0 is the bulk density of particles~in an
infinite sample!; ~ii ! N is the surface density of site for th
adsorbed charges;~iii ! D5Eactivation/kBT is the activation en-
ergy ~in kBT units!; ~iv! A5Eadsorption/kBT is the adsorption
energy~in kBT units!; ~v! m is the chemical potential~in kBT
units!; ~vi! q is the electric charge of the positive ionsB1.

Due to the adsorption phenomenon in the sample ther
a distribution of charges giving rise to a locally electrica
charged liquid, which is globally neutral. In this situation th
electrical potentialV(z) is not constant across the cell. Sinc
the surfaces are assumed to be identical, the electric pote
is symmetric with respect to the middle of the samp
V(z)5V(2z), and hence the electric fieldE52dV/dz van-
ishes atz50. We indicate byc(z)5qV(z)/kBT the electro-
static energy of the chargeq in kBT units. According to the
statistical mechanics the bulk densities of positive and ne
tive ions are given byn6(z)5n0em2D7c(z). In a similar
manner, the bulk density of neutral molecules isnb5n0em,
whereas the surface density of adsorbed charge isns
5Nem2A2cs, wherecs is the value of the surface potentia
i.e., cs5c(6d/2) @13,14#. The conservation of the numbe
of particles, per unit surface, is expressed by

N11N2

2
1NB1

2ns

2
5n0d, ~1!

where

N65E
2d/2

d/2

n6~z!dz, and NB5E
2d/2

d/2

nbdz5nbd.

~2!
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By taking into account the definitions ofn6(z) and of nb ,
we can rewrite Eq.~1! in the form

emH n0e2DE
2d/2

d/2

coshc~z!dz1n0d1Ne2A2csJ 5n0d,

~3!

from which we obtain

e2m511
N

n0d
e2A2cs1e2D

1

dE2d/2

d/2

coshc~z!dz. ~4!

Equation~4! connects the chemical potentialm with the elec-
trical potentialc(z). In the steady state the charge distrib
tion and the electrical potential are connected by Poisso
equation, namely,

d2V

dz2
52

1

e
q@n1~z!2n2~z!#. ~5!

By using the definition ofc(z) and the expressions fo
n6(z), Eq. ~5! becomes

d2c

dz2
5

1

L2
em2D sinhc, ~6!

whereL5(2ekBT/n0q2)1/2 is an intrinsic length of the prob
lem. It is reminiscent of the Debye screening lengthlD . The
main difference is that inlD the bulk density of ionsni
appears, instead ofn0 @13#. As will be shown later, ford
→` the chemical potential tends to zero. Consequentlyni
'n0e2D and hencelD'LeD/2. From Eq. ~6!, taking into
account that the electrical potential is an even function oz,
we obtain

1

2S dc

dzD 2

5
em2D

L2
@coshc~z!2coshc0#, ~7!

wherec05c(0). From Eq.~7! it follows that c(z) is given
by

E
c0

c~z! dc

Acoshc2coshc0

5
A2

L
e~m2D!/2z. ~8!

From Eq.~7! we derive, furthermore,

E
c0

cs dc

Acoshc2coshc0

5
A2d

2L
e~m2D!/2, ~9!

which connectscs andc0 to the chemical potentialm. Since
the system is globally neutral we have that

2ns1E
2d/2

d/2

n1~z!dz5E
2d/2

d/2

n2~z!dz. ~10!

The electrical fieldE(z)52dV/dz is identically zero forz
.d/2 and forz,2d/2. It has a discontinuity forz56d/2.
In particular, E(2d/2)5nsq/e. Since E(x)52dV/dz5
2(kBT/q)dc/dx, by means of Eq.~7! we have for the sur-
face field
-
’s

E~2d/2!5A2
kBT

qL
e~m2D!/2Acoshcs2coshc0. ~11!

By taking into account the expressions givingE(2d/2) and
ns we obtain

A2
kBT

qL
e~m2D!/2Acoshcs2coshc05

qN

e
em2A2cs,

~12!

from which it follows that

em52S ekBT

NLq2D 2

e2D12~A1cs!~coshcs2coshc0!. ~13!

The fundamental equations of our model are Eqs.~4!, ~9!,
and ~13!. They connectc0 , cs , andm. When these equa
tions are solvedns can be calculated, and hence also t
surface charge densitys5qns , which is due to the adsorp
tion phenomenon.

Let us assume, as usual,D@1, i.e., Eactivation@kBT. We
consider first the limit of small thickness (d→0). This im-
plies, as will be verifieda posteriori, cs@1, c0@1, and
cs2c0 is small. In this special case from the general form
las ~4!, ~9!, and~13! we obtain

cs2c0'~d/2L !2em2D1c0, ~14!

and

cs'
D2A

2
1

1

2
lnS N

n0dD1
1

2
ln 21O~d2!. ~15!

Equations~14! and~15! show that in the considered limit o
large D and smalld, both cs and c0 are large quantities
such thatcs2c05O(d2), as previously assumed. We hav
furthermore, for the chemical potentialm,

m5
A1D

2
2

1

2
lnS N

n0dD . ~16!

Equations~14!–~16! solve the adsorption problem in th
limit of small thickness. By substituting these equations
s5qns we obtain for the surface charge density the expr
sion

s5
~Nn0d/2!1/2e2~D1A!/2

11~2N/n0d!1/2e2~D1A!/2
, ~17!

that, in the limit ofu2(D1A)/2u@1, tends to

s5q
n0d

2
. ~18!

Let us consider now the limitd→`. In this limit c0 and
cs are expected to tend to a constant value. Conseque
from the general equations~4!, ~9!, and ~13! we have that
limd→`c050. In this framework, by assuming againcs
@1, from Eq.~12! we get

cs5
2

3
lnSA2

N

n0L D1
D

3
2

2

3
A. ~19!
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FIG. 1. Chemical potentialm vs the thickness
of the sampled.
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By substituting Eq.~19! into s5qns we obtain

s5NqS n0L

N D 2/3

e2~D1A!/3, ~20!

which is thickness independent. Equations~18! and ~20!
show that in the limit of smalld the surface charge densitys
is proportional tod, whereas in the opposite case of larged it
tends to a constant value.

Let us consider now the general solution of the adsorp
problem for arbitrary thickness of the sample. The gene
solution has to be searched by numerically solving the se
three coupled nonlinear equations~4!, ~9!, and ~13! for a
significant set of parametersD, A, N, andn0 . The adsorp-
tion energyEadsorption, in a first approximation, can be iden
tified with the electrostatics energy of an adsorbed ion w
its image in the substrate. It is given by@15#

Eadsorption5
q2

2r 1

e12e2

e1~e11e2!
, ~21!

wherer 1 is the radius of the adsorbed positive ion, ande1
and e2 are the dielectric constants of the liquid and of t
substrate, respectively. Note that the adsorption phenome
takes place, for electrostatics reasons, only ife2.e1 , as we
will assume. In a similar manner, the activation ener
n
al
of

h

on

y

Eactivation can be identified with the electrostatics interacti
energy between the ionsB1 andC2 resulting from the dis-
sociation of the moleculeX. It is Eactivation5(1/e1)@q2/(r 1

1r 2)#, wherer 2 is the radius of the negative ion. We a
sume q52e, where e is the modulus of the electroni
charge, r 1510 Å , r 2530 Å , e1'4, which is typical
for organic liquid, ande2' 6, which refers to a glass. A
representative estimation for the parameters entering in
model can be obtained by considering a typical nematic
uid crystal medium sample of slab shape limited by tw
glasses. The typical dimension of a molecule isR.40 Å
and n0'1/(4/3)pR3. FurthermoreN'1/pR2. From the
definition of L written above one obtainsL.30 Å . In this
framework A5Eadsorption/kBT'26 and D5Eactivation/kBT
'18. Note that ife2→`, i.e., if the substrate is a metal, th
adsorption energy tends toA5228.8. By means of these
values Debye’s screening lengthlD is found to be of the
order of the micron, which is consistent with the value r
ported in Ref.@16#. More precise estimations can be pe
formed, but the general results do not change in a signific
manner. Figure 1 shows the chemical potentialm vs the
thickness of the sampled. In the limit of smalld, m presents
a logarithmic divergence, in agreement with Eq.~16!. In the
opposite limit of larged, m tends to zero, as expected. Th
electrical potential at the surface,cs , and in the middle of
FIG. 2. Electrical potential at the surface,cs ,
and in the middle of the sample,c0 , vs the thick-
ness of the sampled.
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PRE 59 1849IONIC ADSORPTION AND EQUILIBRIUM . . .
the sample,c0 , vs d are shown in Fig. 2. For smalld, cs ,
andc0 are large, butcs2c0→0 asd→0. For larged, c0
→0 andcs tends to a constant value. Figure 3 shows
trend of the surface charge densitys vs the thicknessd. The
global behavior is the expected one from the limiting ca
discussed above. There is a linear behavior for smalld and a
clear saturation for larged. The general trend ofs5s(d) is
reminiscent of Langmuir’s isotherm@11#. However, we note
that in the Langmuir problem of adsorption, the mutual
teraction among the particles is neglected. On the contr
in our model this interaction is explicitly taken into accou
by means of the electrical potential entering in the definit
of n6 andns .

An application of the above model can be immediat
done for a liquid crystalline medium in the nematic pha
The surface energy of a NLC originates from two fundam
tal interactions: the first one is the NLC-NLC interactio
whereas the second one is the NLC-substrate interac
This surface energy is delocalized over a few molecu

FIG. 3. Surface density of adsorbed positive ions,s, vs the
thickness of the sampled.
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lengths near the limiting surface@17#. Moreover, when the
solid substrate is in contact with the NLC the selective i
adsorption takes place. It is experimentally found@7# that the
surface energy, in some situations, strongly depends on
thickness of the sample. For this reason the anchoring en
has to be considered as a nonlocal property. The mode
have presented above can be used to justify, from a fun
mental point of view, the thickness dependence of the
choring energy. In a first approximation the electrostatic c
tribution to the effective surface energy can be evaluated
follows. The ionic adsorption phenomenon gives rise to
electric field, localized over the Debye screening length, n
the surfaces. The dielectric energy density due to the in
action of the electric field with the NLC is, beside a consta
term independent of the nematic orientation, (1/8p)ea(nW

3EW )2, whereea is the dielectric anisotropy of the NLC an
nW is the nematic director@18#. The electric field is localized
in a surface layer of thicknesslD and parallel to thez axis.
Consequently, the surplus of surface energy of electrosta
origin is of the order ofWion'(1/16p)eaE(0)2lDcos2u(0),
where u5cos21(nW•kW) is the angle formed bynW with the z
axis, andu(0) its value at the surface. By using the valu
reported above for the physical parameters of the liquid,
can evaluate the maximum electrostatics contribution to
anchoring strength. It isW`5Wion(d→`). In this limit, as it
follows from Eq. ~20!, s'q/60pR2. This means that the
average distance between neighbors at the surface, a
saturation, is of the order of 8R. The connected electric field
is E54ps, and for large thickness, W`

'1022–1021 erg/ cm2, which is of the correct order o
magnitude to explain the observed thickness dependenc
the anchoring energy@7#.
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